
SUBJECT 1* Parasite Aircraft at Moscew/l&iiaiei NO. OF PAGES
2* Rocket Launchings at Mosccw/Khimlfi

1, A description was obtained of the launching tower on the northv?estern

corner of the airfield of the roecow XhiMci Plants,. A fuel laboratory/

100 x 2$ meters , was located on the west side of the, largo workshop Xo h$6
and on oxygen plant was said to bo located 'near the launching tower* (1)

2 0 Of the aircraft observed at the airfield , one source; noticed only con-

ventional fighters which took off with Rato units fitted. under the wings*

Another source observed four-engine aircraft with a parasite plane or n

guided missile suspended from oho. wing* Tests with these, aircraft were
perforate exclusively in good weather* The plane carried one parasite

only* Pvts wonaerec how the plane kept its balance* The wings of the

parked four-engine aircraft were higher than a man's head* Hooks werf

not noticed* At an altitude of about 1,000 meters the parasite was

releasee. It. was very fast and • flow straight ahead with a whizzing noise,.

Flight maneuvers* climbing* and landing of the parasite were never seen.. \

Th r same test was once observed with another type four-engine aircraft,
four or five of which were pared at the southern border of the airfield.

Five or six parasites wore parked on the. southern, side of the airfield.
It was .definitely determined that they bad un opening in the nose indicat-
ing a turbojet engine instead of & propeller* One source recalled the
parasite wing configuration as being extremely swept back with no dihedral,
but he did not remember whether -this plane was a high, low, or shouldor-

win/;, typo* The wing tips wer* rounded* The landing gear was not remembered *

The plexiglass code; it was for one pilot. The size- ane shape of the. cock-
pit could not be recalled , but according to the aircraft dimensions it was
assumed that the pilot was in a prone position* ^'rmianent and other de-
tails were not observed* Another four-engine aircraft typo observed was

equipped with two oooster rockets under the wings* before the takeoff
one unit was fitted under each wing* Those units , about 2*5 motors logs
end about 60 an in diameter were •pointed rod* The aircraft started with
all four engines and after a run of about 300 meters a loud noise indicat-

ed that the booster rackets wore put into operation. After ?. jet of flame

as long as the plane was observed the speed of tie rolling aircra ft in-
creased considerably* A further 300 to kOO-pgter ru% raised the aircraft

from the, ground at which time it climbed steeply at -n angle of more than

).i5 degrees* At an aLtitudt; of about £0G meters the booster units were.
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parachuted* Such t&ke-o^fs were performed only in good weather, Ko

.accidents were ever see&s, L four-engine aircraft with a device similar

to a turbojet fitted above the ihsolace vans also observed* I'o smoke

trail was seen when this aircraft took off* (2)

3* The assembly of V-l and V-2 missiles was observed in the large workshop
of Plant Ko k5&» However, they were disassembled and packed in crates
for shipment. Cylinders, 8 meters lory and 2 to 2*5 meters in diameter,
wore stocked there* (3)

In One source personally observed experiments with V-2 11launching agents”

conducted at the launching tower of the airfield. IlVs 5 who allegedly had

soon, such towers at German V-2 launching sites, confirmed the fact that
the experiments concerned V-2 missiles* A German engineer stated that
experiments with power units wore started during the spring of 19US 0 The
German chief engineer told this source that all German engineers at
Zavod Ko t*56, some of whom came from Jena, were V-2 and take-off-assist
unit specialists * ^ince each of these experts had specialised only on
certain parts of 'the missiles, it was anticipated that their combined
research would unlock the secrets of the V-2*. Source was certain that
this project at .,avod 1*56 was not finished as of llarch 19

W

» {

h

5

So /The tost launchings wore observed one to three times daily between Juno
191*3 and Larch 191*9 a About one hour before the launchings began, two
special trucks would, arrive up to the north side of the tower, an area
which could not be observed. These trucks were similar in shape to the
special railroad cars used for liquid oxygen but were only half as large,,

It was assumed that they were railroad cars which had been converted for
road traffic* It was assumed that liquid oxy; en was drawn, from these trucks
because the- blue painted pipes, leading from the cylinders at the south
side of the tower into the interior, became frosted, and because the
special railroad cars seen near the plant carried the black inscription
"Zhidki Kielorod* (liquid oxygen). (5) About 20 minutes after the arrival
of the first two trucks, another truck would drive up to the south ride of
the tower. An object shaped like the cork of a champagne bottle was once
noticed through the canvas cover of the truck* It was about as tall
as. a iran but more slender* There this object was transported was not
known but* according to IT's , it was a fuse unite (6) About 30 minutes
later a bell would ring and all personnel in the fenced-in vicinity of the
tower had to take shelter* Civilians went into the bunker, and ?Y/s at the
construction site would lie prone * After a second or third ring of the
bell two detonations were heard at very short intervals. The first
detonation produced a deep noise, the second was similar to that of a
^Katyusha”, a Soviet rocket launcher, but the howling lasted about 30 seconds
and was ouch louder * Simultaneously a 100 re ter long trail of fire was
observed north of the tower* As a result of the heat 'generated by the
launching operation, the air vibrated, but smoke was not observed.
Occasionally, only the first detonation could be heard* In such cases
the experiments wore repeated -pome hours later* Although the first
detonations were always equal in length, sound and strength £ subsequent
detonations would vary in length and fire intensity. Everybody left the
shelters after the second detonation* The *T7s were always frightened
during these experiments,which were known to be performed in a poor and
unsafe manner*

6* It was learned* from a German engineer that all "mixtures v? of liquid
oxygen and methyl alcohol were produced in the tower. The guided missiles
were never seen and no . ©tails could be given on any apparatus or instal-
lations in the tower* It was assumed that the launchings were prepared
in the cage- like top section of the tower* The purpose of the two con-
tainers in this section could not be determined. Source only remembered
their shape and stated that they obviously had a tin foil coating* A
German engineer said that experiments on fuel compounds wore also per-
formed in the cage*
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7* Another' source observed the launching; tests between September 1910
and March 19h9* According tc this source, at about 10* 20 every
night, two

.

to four light phenomena were seen an4 noises were hosrd at
a distant point behind tho Mark railroad station, near Vinogravado
(55 25 , T!/33°35 , £}^ in the direction of Moscow,. The light, which
lasted 30 to 60 seconds, began with a faint red color lasting about
five seconds , and then became a bright white flare. As the loud
roaring and hissing noise was heard many seconds after the light
was first observed, the distance from the launching site was estimated
to be about 10 km. Other sources believed the launching site was
about 500 meters north of the Mark railroad station, (?)

3<, One source estimated tho labor force of plant Mo l£6 at 300$ another source
estimated 1*00 -to 500 workers per shift* a third' source reported 2,000
laborers working one shift in the plant and 20 men working three shifts
at the test stanch, All sources confirmed the previously reported employ—’
meni of German engineers at Plant .Ko 156, One* source,’ who became a
friend of Engineer Haase ( fnn ) , learned that 20 German engineers worked,
on the reconstruction of V~2 type missiles. After the completion of this
project in mid-19U9» three engineers were transferred to an island 50 1055.

southwest of Leningrad* The remaining engineers feared, that they -too would
be transferred., A letter from Mr Haase to this source indicated that
he was still in Khimki in February 1950 o (3)
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(1) For sketches 01 bne launching towers see Annexes 1, 2 and 3* For layout of
r'Xaut ho IS6 see Annex h> The exsygen plant is reported; for the third time,

* -ts unusual that such an •installation should have
ueen constructed near the launching tower and that oxygen should still have
been supplied to riant Ho 1*56 in special railroad tank cars*

(2) For sketches .of tho air&raTt observed at this field, see Annexes 5 and 6
llie opening in the nose of the parasite plane docs not necessarily indicate
a turbojet unit, but might be provided for artannent or rocket units * It
is possible that the parasite was equipped with a rocket power plant and
nay have landed in b glide without any noise which would account for
the fact that

^

landings were not observed. Uo definite conclusions caa. be
arawn concerning; the type of fuel used with the booster rockets » It
is assumed that the observed take-off - .assist nhits were developed from
the Talter unit, which hat a vapour trail rather than, a fire trail*
However, since these observations were made by inexperienced sources, the
word "smoke trail” , which has been mentioned in previous reports, should
be treated with reserve*

(3) According to all reports received to date, the only complete Y«X and V-2
missil.es observed at the plant were German models which arrived in
Only power units for the 'V-2 were produced and tested at the plant, .

The repeatedly reported production of V-X missiles is doubted* Identifying
sketches were not obtained* The alleged V--X missile is assumed to be 9,

parasate fighter aircraft of Converted V~X design* which was being tested
at tho Khimki airfield,.

( It) The statements of the German engineer apparently were partly misunder-
stood, It is believed that various experts cooperated in the V-2 develop-
nent, however, the present report indicates that Soviet research did not
tend toward an identical reproduction of the German ¥-2 but rather toward
improvements, especially la the field of fuel and utilisation,

(5) For sketches of these special railroad cars, see Annex 7,
(6) This is the 7-2 propulsion unit, - - :

(?) Hrst indications of the existence oi a V'^oapon test plant in Kh.Wvx
were observed near Yinogravado* The present report deviates from
previous reports in sons details such as time* observed, period of nois*»
1 irrht, etc, but confirms the assumed activities at the plant*

(3) Ori the basis of all available information^the work force is estimated at
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Or* Put2<s s chief of the group of deportetc German scientists,, ras released
with his group to the Soviet ^one of Germany in October 19>0

„

7 Annexes $ Sketches on ditto.
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^perir.ontnl r^sr-ei^inR Aircraft with >^U> Unit *

oosorv*d at toe I'oscow. Khiiiki ••IrfieJd

Four-engine aircraft uath take-.off assist um,t

Shape and dimensions of the fotr-an/rine * ireraft .ore not remembered* It was recalled
however t' at the plane alway* stood and also lauded on the : .ain landing gear and on
the nose wheel* Ihe tail never touched the ground 0 .

l\& turbo-jet unit was fitted
between . the id-hg r ots on the fusel re 0 *he whole plane and the auxiliary power,
plant wore painted green.

’

Aurbo-\1efc i owar llArfc carried by t. **our~eftgine aircraft
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